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ABSTRACT 

Decision-making process is the most important role played by the Board of Directors in a 

company. It is iterated by many who have studied the working of boards that, diversity 

plays a crucial part in how a board function. The constant underrepresentation of women 

and other ethnic minorities at the board has caused trouble lately for the companies with 

male-dominated boards who have failed to address the issue of gender diversity completely. 

However, social and lawful forces have kept the issue of diversity afloat. Countries, all 

over the world, have worked out various methodologies to solve the problem of 

underrepresentation of minorities at the board level, from adopting mandatory quotas in 

the Europe to prescribing voluntary targets in the UK, Australia, Canada etc. Nonetheless, 

it is argued that modus operandi of these initiatives has several weaknesses which could 

exacerbate the problem even further. This essay studies the potential problems that can be 

encountered by employing such a system and suggests a better alternative at the end. 

The essay is divided into two chapters. Chapter A analyzes the importance of gender 

diversity at the board and gives reasons for the same. Later, it attempts to discover the 

potential challenges that hinder the progress of gender diversity at the board. While, 

Chapter B, focusses on the feasibility of mandatory quotas and voluntary targets to achieve 

the goal of diversity by, taking into account potential advantages and disadvantages of 

each method and attempts to arrive at a conclusion at the end. 

 

I. GENDER DIVERSITY AT BOARD AND THE RATIONALE BEHIND IT 

Historically, women were not allowed a place at the board of directors table, and even if they 

were represented, it was to avoid unforeseen circumstances or to fill-in for someone else. This 

pattern of appointment was very common in the mid-nineteenth century, where women 

substituted their husbands (former CEO’s or Directors) to become board members.  Lettie Pate 

Whitehead, was the first female ever appointed at the board of Coca-Cola in the year 1934, due 

to the demise of his husband who was an ex-member of the board.2  This points out to the 

                                                      
1 Author is a student at University of Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom. 
2 The Boardlist, The First Ladies of Boards, (23rd November, 2016) https://medium.com/@theBoardlist/the-first-

ladies-of-boards-aaa437c93ea8 (accessed on 7th May, 2020). 
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absence of any rationale among the companies to employ more women at the board. 

Unsurprisingly, the ratio of female directors against male counterparts was considerably low 

in many developed countries like japan, Australia, UK etc.3  

Gender diversity is a region that is pulling much of interest, whereby diversity is characterized 

in connection with sexual orientation and nationality of an individual. Earlier, boards 

heterogeneity was only considered relevant in terms of independent directors.4 However, 

having a heterogenous board is considered vital for board performance given that a diverse 

group have the tendency to approach the problems in different ways.5 Studies in this field also 

suggest that a company with two are more female directors have performed differently than 

companies with no or less than two females.6 This along with other explanations considered 

has made the business case for accomplishing gender diversity at board level, much stronger. 

1. Benefits associated with Gender Diversity 

Diversity and Board are linked to each other, but both achieve different outcomes. Employing 

more women on the board achieves the purpose of diversity whereas the board acts as an 

intermediary for improving the governance of the company. Heterogeneity of the board is a 

means by which companies are better suited to achieve this end, but it is not an end in itself.7 

Therefore, it is crucial that companies in order to achieve board diversity do not give up other 

attributes necessary to qualify as a director which include skill, experience, intelligence and 

other qualitative ideas. Moreover, as pointed out by Ruth Sealy & Susan Vinnicombe “Better 

governance is assumed to occur through a more diverse range of directors’ experiences and 

backgrounds”8. There are several benefits that link diversity with governance some of which 

are given below. 

1.1 Creative and Innovative Board 

Organizations all over the world, have been keeping innovation and creativity as their topmost 

agenda.9 Individuals who belong to different demographics or group, have experiences and 

                                                      
3 Daniel Ferreira, Board Diversity, in H. Kent Baker & Ronald Anderson, eds, Corporate Governance: A Synthesis 

of Theory, Research, and Practice (Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2010)  231. 
4 Ibid 225. 
5 Christine A. Mallin, Corporate Governance, 5th edn, (Oxford university Press, 2016) 198. 
6 David A.H. Brown et al, Women on Boards: Not Just the Right Thing . . . But the “Bright” Thing, (2002), The 

Confrence Board of Canada, Ottawa. 
7 Ibid p. (i). 
8 Ruth Sealy & Susan Vinnicombe, Women and the Governance of Corporate Boards, in Thomas Clarke and 

Douglas Branson, The SAGE Handbook of Corporate Governance (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE, 2011)  327. 
9 Lehman Brothers Centre for Women in Business (2007), Innovative Potential: Men and Women in Teams, 

London Business School, London, p. 3, http://5050by2020.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Innovative_Potential.pdf (accessed on 7th May, 2020). 
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skills that are different from rest of the groups.10 Therefore, it is highly likely that they will 

have different opinions on a similar subject matter, inviting discussions and deliberations from 

the rest of the group and thereby enhancing creativity. Heterogenous board also solves the 

problem of ‘group think’ which persists in a homogeneous board; where individuals come from 

similar backgrounds and experiences.11 This is crucial for innovation and creativity considering 

the amount of attention that is given to individual participation and involvement in decision 

making. Moreover, in a study conducted by V. Singh, she examines that men become less 

political and more civilized, when there are women on board.12  

However, the flip side of this could also lead to conflict of views and lack of unanimity in the 

board decision-making process. For instance, clash in perspectives might be construed as 

personal attack or the advancement of shrouded plans, which may prompt diminished 

commitment to the group. Additionally, diversity may bring different cultures to the board, 

where trust among individuals belonging to same culture is higher than the one from different 

culture.13 However, this is not true for all firms and can be tackled by organizing cultural 

programmes, seminars and lectures, etc. on the same.  In fact, the benefit of having individuals 

with varied skills and knowledge offsets the negative problems linked with diversity.  

1.2 Incentives and Motivation for minority groups  

A diverse board ensures effective participation of lower and mid-level employees. It makes 

certain to the minority workers that unconscious biasness will not stand in their promotion or 

career growth.14 In view of the above fact, it is less intimidating for such minority employees 

when they are surrounded by mentors from the similar demographic and are better suited to 

approach the latter with their concerns. A diverse board, with substantial number of females, 

acts as mentors and role models and are better placed to understand the issues women face at 

work.15 

For instance, a woman employee seeking parental leave, would find it more convenient to reach 

another woman at higher level. Moreover, it is argued that board with women tend to focus 

                                                      
10 Daniel Ferreira, Board Diversity, in H. Kent Baker & Ronald Anderson, eds, Corporate Governance: A 

Synthesis of Theory, Research, and Practice (Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2010)  227. 
11 Martha L. Maznevski, Understanding Our Differences: Performance in Decision-Making Groups with Diverse 

Members. Human Relations, (1994) Vol. 47(5), 532. 
12 Sealy, R. et al., The pipeline to the board finally opens: Women's progress in FTSE 100 boards in the UK, in 

S.Vinnicombe, V.Singh and R.J.Burke, et al. (eds), Women on Corporate Boards of Directors: International 

Research and Practice, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 37 
13  Bart Frijns et al., The Downside of Cultural Diversity on Corporate Boards, (CLS Blue Sky Blogs, 5th 

September, 2016) https://clsbluesky.law.columbia.edu/2016/09/05/the-downside-of-cultural-diversity-on-

corporate-boards/ (accessed on 7th May, 2020). 
14 Daniel Ferreira, Board Diversity, in H. Kent Baker and Ronald Anderson, eds, Corporate Governance: A 

Synthesis of Theory, Research, and Practice (Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2010)  227. 
15 Barnali Choudhury, New Rationales for Women on Boards, (2014) 34:3 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 511. 

https://clsbluesky.law.columbia.edu/author/bart-frijns/
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more on employees satisfaction and performance.16   

Additionally, diverse board would also help in solving discriminatory practices prevalent in 

the companies such as unequal pay for equal work, unfair prejudice towards a specific 

individual owing to his ethnicity or gender, etc. Diversity ensure non-discriminatory policy is 

undertaken when discussions relating to promotion is being discussed in the board.17  

Mentoring is another important reason which validates the role of diversity at board.  

1.3  Correlation with the investors and general public 

The issue of gender diversity has reached critical mass not only in relation to board composition 

but among other institutions as well. Companies who have a diverse board works as a market 

signal portraying to the public that it is socially aware and genuine.18 Moreover, impactful 

investors usually choose to invest in companies that make up a diverse board and pay more 

attention to the problems of gender and ethnicity.  

However, other investors might see this as a change of companies goals (shareholder wealth 

maximization) to achieve social goals and might punish such companies.19 For example, 

shareholder of Apple Inc. rejected the plan of recruiting more minorities on its board as it would 

be undoubtedly prohibitive.20 Similarly, Sketchers having made assurances that it will employ 

women on board,  but later failed to do so under the excuse that its “primary focus is to 

maximize shareholder value”.21 This is not surprising as investors would not like to change the 

board composition easily if the company is already making huge profits.  

1.4 Economic Rationale of Gender Diversity  

The most crucial argument that promotes gender diversity at the board is the economic 

rationale. This rationale is more influential to turn passionate critics of gender diversity or 

“convert power holders to cause”.22 Lord Davies’ report is entirely justified as far as the 

contentions for business case of women is concerned. It bases the reasoning on grounds such 

                                                      
16 Ruth Sealy & Susan Vinnicombe, Women and the Governance of Corporate Boards, in Thomas Clarke and 

Douglas Branson, The SAGE Handbook of Corporate Governance (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE, 2011) 325. 
17 Daniel Ferreira, Board Diversity, in H. Kent Baker and Ronald Anderson, eds, Corporate Governance: A 

Synthesis of Theory, Research, and Practice (Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley, 2010)  228. 
18 Ibid.  
19 Isabelle Solal & Kaisa Snellman, Why Investors React Negatively to Companies That Put Women on Their 

Boards, Harvard Business Review, (25 November, 2019) https://hbr.org/2019/11/why-investors-react-negatively-

to-companies-that-put-women-on-their-boards (accessed on 8th May, 2020). 
20 Katie Reilly, Apple Shareholders Reject Plan to Recruit Minorities for Top Positions, (Fortune, 27 February, 

2016) https://fortune.com/2016/02/27/apple-minority-recruitment-plan/ (accessed on 8th May, 2020). 
21 Gretchen Morgenson, Not Walking the Walk on Board Diversity, (The New York Times, 31st May, 2014), 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/business/not-walking-the-walk-on-board-diversity.html (accessed on 8th 

May, 2020).  
22 Marian Sawer, ‘Representation of Women: Questions of Accountability’ (IPSA conference, Québec, August 

2000),  http://ipsarc19.anu.edu.au (accessed on 8th May, 2020). 

http://www.nytimes.com/by/gretchen-morgenson
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as increase in performance, permeating the widest talent pool and responsiveness towards the 

customers and shareholders etc.23  

1.4.1 Improved Performance 

There has been much evidence which links good performance with the diverse structure of the 

board. Mostly cited evidence is that a diverse board with women, reinforces independence of 

boards. Since most of the women have been appointed at non-executive positions,24 they take 

their roles very seriously and prepare virtuously in advance for the board meetings.25 

Unsurprisingly this is because, women under most cases are employed to serve under uncertain 

conditions; (a phenomenon known as the “glass cliff”)26 and posts which incentivizes them to 

perform well.  Experimental studies have also linked men to be far more “excessive risk takers” 

than women.27 This is an important finding considering a balanced board could avoid 

outrageous decisions and risk taking than an all-male board.  

Additionally, it is argued that companies with women on board has effect on directors 

compensation structure. It is pointed out that, directors of such companies are paid more in 

stock options and deferred shares than the one without women.28 However, the evidence might 

not be very reliable, considering not much has been said about it, yet if this is true, it could 

certainly decrease the cost of monitoring of eloquent directors by their shareholders.  

Everything apart, a company’s performance is judged based on the profits it has made in a 

given financial year. However, measuring companies performance itself takes into account 

multiple criteria such as decision making, board culture, independence, governance system etc, 

which have been already addressed before and is evident to show that the business case linking 

women to profit is not completely wrong. However, linking profits to women may further 

accentuate the problem of “glass cliff”; where companies are likely to appoint women on board 

following poor financial performance.29  

                                                      
23 The Davies Review, Women on Boards: Davies Review Five Year Summary, (2015), available at 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/482059/BIS-

15-585-women-on-boards-davies-review-5-year-summary-october-2015.pdf (accessed on 8th May, 2020).  
24 Hampton-Alexander Review, FTSE Women Leaders: Improving gender balance in FTSE Leadership (2019), 

https://ftsewomenleaders.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HA-Review-Report-2019.pdf (accesson on 8th May, 

2020). 
25 Siri Terjesen*, Ruth Sealy and Val Singh, Women Directors on Corporate Boards: A Review and Research 

Agenda, Corporate Governance: An International Review, 2009, 17(3), 326.  
26 Alexander H. S., & Michelle K Ryan. “The Road to the Glass Cliff: Differences in the Perceived Suitability of 

Men and Women for Leadership Positions in Succeeding and Failing Organizations.” The Leadership Quarterly, 

(2008), Vol. 19:5, 530. 
27 J. M. Coates, & J. Herbert. “Endogenous Steroids and Financial Risk Taking on a London Trading 

Floor.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, (2008) Vol. 105:16, 6167. 
28Renée B. Adams. & Daniel Ferreira. “A Theory of Friendly Boards.” Journal of Finance, 2007, Vol. 62:1, 217. 
29 Alexander H. S. & Michelle K Ryan. “The Road to the Glass Cliff: Differences in the Perceived Suitability of 

Men and Women for Leadership Positions in Succeeding and Failing Organizations.” The Leadership Quarterly, 
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1.4.2 Selection from a Wider Pool of Talent 

There is no doubt as to the number of talented females that exists across the globe. This is 

evident from the numbers where, approximately 14.5 million females are appointed at work 

places in the UK, which is highest increasing rate among the G7 countries.30 Moreover, women 

make up for most of the talent pool available in some countries like UK, USA with 

approximately 50 percent of the workforce.31  These vast numbers itself make a wider pool of 

talent. However, CEO’s of big companies have progressed certain myths related to 

appointment of women from such a reservoir of talents such as the human capital myth, the 

pipeline myth, the ambition myth.32 

The Human Capital problem argues that, women have less experience and educational 

qualifications to men and since, it is crucial for anyone to build enough human capital required 

to sit at the board position33, companies have no choice but to choose from the best available 

talent. This approach has been criticized by many who studied the problem of human capital. 

For instance, it is asserted that women on the board of the FTSE100 companies hold better 

qualification than men.34 Even in the higher education, 47% of women as opposed to 31% of 

men have completed their graduations.35  There are countless number of data which negates 

the problem associated with human capital.  

As far as problem associated with pipeline is concerned, it is linked with the human capital 

problem and argues that there is shortage of women in several sectors of industry. It is a  

“supply-led problem”36 rather than experience. Although history does not point to 

discrimination between female and male with regard to human capital, and tenure, there is vast 

difference in the corporate title and earnings. Such a trend is harmful for women, as they are 

not strategically placed to be appointed at the top most level.37 In such a situation, women 

                                                      
(2008), Vol. 19:5, 530. 
30 The Davies Review, Women on Boards: Davies Review Five Year Summary, (2015), 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/482059/BIS-

15-585-women-on-boards-davies-review-5-year-summary-october-2015.pdf (accessed on 8th May, 2020), p. 18. 
31 Ruth Sealy & Susan Vinnicombe, Women and the Governance of Corporate Boards, in Thomas Clarke and 

Douglas Branson, The SAGE Handbook of Corporate Governance (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE, 2011)  328. 
32 Ibid p. 328-337. 
33Idalene F. Kesner., Directors' Characteristics and Committee Membership: An Investigation of Type, 

Occupation, Tenure, and Gender,  The Academy of Management Journal, 1988, Vol. 31:1, 66. 
34 Sealy, R. et al; (2008), The pipeline to the board finally opens: Women's progress in FTSE 100 boards in the 

UK, in S.Vinnicombe, V.Singh and R.J.Burke, et al. (eds), Women on Corporate Boards of Directors: 

International Research and Practice, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 39. 
35 The OECD Report On Education (Breaking News and Opinion), Review (12/2010), https://go-gale-

com.ezproxy.is.ed.ac.uk/ps/i.do?&id=GALE%7CA243971994&v=2.1&u=ed_itw&it=r&p=ITOF&sw=w 

(accessed on 8th May, 2020). 
36 Ruth Sealy & Susan Vinnicombe, Women and the Governance of Corporate Boards, in Thomas Clarke and 

Douglas Branson, The SAGE Handbook of Corporate Governance (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE, 2011) 329. 
37 Siri Terjesen*, Ruth Sealy and Val Singh, Women Directors on Corporate Boards: A Review and Research 
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generally remain undervalued and underutilized. However, with wider representation of 

women in FTSE350 across several sectors has been successful in washing away the pipeline 

problem to a considerable amount. Around 50% of women are represented under travel and 

leisure, 30% under tobacco, 23% in transport sectors in different companies.38  

The ambition myth on the other hand, suggests that females are far less ambitious than males 

to acquire top positions in the company. The reason for this is not surprising, since most of 

women have to give up their careers and engage in child-care, taking care of old people in the 

house, and other for other reasons too.39 For instance, the former CEO of Pepsi Co. who retired 

from her work to take care of her children.40 There is no doubt that women after acquiring a 

certain age do leave their careers for such reasons. However, many companies have tried to 

make life easy for women at their workplaces. Card factory for example has introduced ‘flex 

my day’ policy, for providing flexible hours to its employees to adjust their home needs without 

compromising their working period.41  Similarly, DIAGEO is providing 52 weeks parental 

leave with full paid salaries up to 26 weeks for all genders.42 Although, provisions like this 

might help in avoiding “off-ramping”43 by women, yet it is not entirely certain.  

Among the above, there are number of reasons that portray that diverse board increases the 

performance of the board. However, the progress report on gender diversity of several countries 

draws an ugly picture and suggests that the problem needs to be paid more attention. The 

progress initiative started in Norway which introduced mandatory quotas whereby, each 

company needs to oblige to the threshold or face severe penalties.44 This was later applied in 

countries like France, Sweden, Belgium, Germany, India etc.45 On the other hand, countries 

                                                      
Agenda, Corporate Governance: An International Review, 2009, 17(3), 326. 
38The Davies Review, Women on Boards: Davies Review Five Year Summary, (2015), 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/482059/BIS-

15-585-women-on-boards-davies-review-5-year-summary-october-2015.pdf (accessed on 8th May, 2020), 

Appendix D, 56. 
39Ruth Sealy & Susan Vinnicombe, Women and the Governance of Corporate Boards, in Thomas Clarke and 

Douglas Branson, The SAGE Handbook of Corporate Governance (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE, 2011) 329. 
40 Sylvia Ann Hewlett & Carolyn Buck Luce, Off-Ramps and On-Ramps: Keeping Talented Women on the Road to 

Success, (Harward Business Review, March 2005), https://hbr.org/2005/03/off-ramps-and-on-ramps-keeping-talented-

women-on-the-road-to-success (accessed on 8th May, 2020). 
41 Hampton-Alexander Review, FTSE Women Leaders: Improving gender balance in FTSE Leadership (2019), 

https://ftsewomenleaders.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HA-Review-Report-2019.pdf (accessed on 8th May, 

2020). 
42 Ibid. 
43Sylvia Ann Hewlett & Carolyn Buck Luce, Off-Ramps and On-Ramps: Keeping Talented Women on the Road to 

Success, (Harward Business Review, March 2005), https://hbr.org/2005/03/off-ramps-and-on-ramps-keeping-talented-

women-on-the-road-to-success (accessed on 8th May, 2020). 
44 Aaron Dhir, Lessons from Norway: Successes and Limitations of the Quota Model in Aaron Dhir, Challenging 

Boardroom Homogeneity – Corporate Law, Governance, and Diversity (Cambridge: CUP, 2015) chapter 5.  
45 Hampton-Alexander Review, FTSE Women Leaders: Improving gender balance in FTSE Leadership (2019), 

available at https://ftsewomenleaders.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HA-Review-Report-2019.pdf (accessed 

on 8th May, 2020). 

https://hbr.org/search?term=sylvia%20ann%20hewlett
https://hbr.org/search?term=carolyn%20buck%20luce
https://hbr.org/search?term=sylvia%20ann%20hewlett
https://hbr.org/search?term=carolyn%20buck%20luce
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such as UK, Finland, Australia, Canada, adopted a modern technique to approach the issue of 

diversity,46 by setting up voluntary targets over a span of years, without putting unnecessary 

burden on the companies.  The question that remains to be answered is in a trade-off between 

the two techniques which is the most efficient one. Next chapter tries to address this enquiry. 

II. CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS OF MANDATORY QUOTAS VIS-À-VIS 

VOLUNTARY TARGETS 

Mandatory Quotas 

Significant progress with regard to gender diversity in certain European countries, is fuelling 

frustration nation-wide and among females who have the ability to make it to the top-level 

however, come up short on the important chances. The Norwegian quota mandate set the 

framework for the other countries which followed its mark and mandated some form of gender 

quotas on corporate boards.47 The law mandated companies to have at least 40% representation 

of each gender in their boardroom. Although the system has been successful in many countries 

that have implemented the quota law, yet, there is uncertainty with respect to the effectiveness 

of mandatory quotas in the long-run, and the unwarranted burden it puts on the rights of the 

employer. In order to arrive at a conclusion it is imperative to consider the merits and demerits 

of this form. 

Advantages of Mandatory Quotas 

1. Anti-discrimination tool 

Mandatory quotas have proved quite imperative to provide equal opportunities to personal 

identity groups in the boardroom especially, women. The binding duty backed by sanction acts 

as coercive force on companies. Under the Norwegian system companies that fail to comply 

with the 40% quota had to face severe penalties such as deregulation, delisting, and in the worst 

cases liquidation.48 This mandatory quotas system of addressing gender diversity showed 

unbelievable results in Norway, where the representation of women on board climbed from 3% 

                                                      
46 Ibid. 
47 Govotsos, K., Gender Diversity in Corporate Boards in France: An Analysis, (2017) Joseph Wharton Research 

Scholars, http://repository.upenn.edu/joseph_wharton_scholars/29 (accessed on 9th May, 2020). 
48 Ruth Mateos de Cabo et al; Do ‘soft law’ board gender quotas work? Evidence from a natural Experiment, 

2019,  Vol 37 (European Management Journal) ELSEVIER, 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0263237319300040?token=3FF8FBE5397F4278B8D3679D9863514

ACED3D49DA331C25F1AC1E31648C802600E2258CBB2FE0C798BA7389D2A84AE35 (accessed on 9th 

May, 2020). 
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in 199249 to approximately 37% in 201750. Moreover, Norway ranked 2nd among 144 

competing countries at the Gender Gap Index of 2017.51  

 However, not all countries have used sanctions as a tool of compliance by companies of the 

norms relating to gender diversity.  For instance, Spain was first country after Norway to 

follow-up on the 40% mandatory quota by 2016, without prescribing any sanctions for non-

compliance. However, companies in Spain have struggled to achieve the target even till today. 

The latest IBEX Index shows that representation of women on board has increased to 26% in 

2019 from 5% in 2007, when the law first came into force. 52 The data is suggestive of the fact 

that sanctions are powerful tools for accelerated change relating to discrimination, since 

companies, are likely to pay lip-services to soft laws if they are not put under legislative 

pressure. 

2.  Fast and Efficient 

Countries which have introduced the quota system have seen the fastest rise in the number of 

women in the boards. As stated above, Norway and Spain are just a few examples. Moreover, 

quotas and other governmental policies regarding minorities can be powerful tools in 

expanding the number of minority groups in the short-term. In France, for instance there is 

continuous rise in the representation of women even beyond 40% mark. Given that the 

voluntary system to achieve board diversity in the UK has been slow-paced; B. Choudhury 

suggests that imposition of regulations prescribing quotas is the most viable solution for rapid 

progress in the UK.53 However, progression speed of diversity is based on the prevalent 

sociological culture and tradition of a particular country.  

3. Counters Tokenism 

There has been much argument that introduction of mandatory quotas encourages a practice 

known as “tokenism”, where women or other minority groups appointed on the basis of quotas 

are considered as mere tokens. This argument is partly true in relation to “one and done” 

                                                      
49 EU Briefing 2015, Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, London,  (2015) 

https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/gender-diversity-on-boards-quota-systems-work_june-2015_tcm18-14173.pdf 

(accessed on 9th May, 2020). 
50 Hampton-Alexander Review, FTSE Women Leaders: Improving gender balance in FTSE Leadership (2019), 

https://ftsewomenleaders.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HA-Review-Report-2019.pdf (accessed on 9th May, 

2020). 
51 The Global Gender Gap Report 2017, World Economic Forum, 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/11/these-are-the-world-s-most-gender-equal-countries/ (accessed on 9th 

May, 2020). 
52 Hampton-Alexander Review, FTSE Women Leaders: Improving gender balance in FTSE Leadership (2019), 

https://ftsewomenleaders.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HA-Review-Report-2019.pdf (accessed on 9th May, 

2020). 
53 Barnali Choudhury, New Rationales for Women on Boards, (2014) 34:3 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 511. 
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companies. For instance US (California),54 India55 and other major countries require companies 

to have at least one woman on board. In such companies, the dominant group stereotypes the 

less dominant group on the basis of sexual-orientation. Being the sole representative of its 

minority group women have low self-esteem as they do not have a voice and are less likely to 

be heard.56  

However, with the quotas prescribing not just one but an overall 40% representation like 

Norway, the scenario changes. In fact, such quotas are useful tools that facilitates critical 

mass57, a theory where the behaviour of dominant group changes when there are more than two 

women on board. To summarise, it would be wrong to conclude that mandatory quotas 

encourages tokenism, but not completely incorrect to say that it counters practice of tokenism 

by reaching critical mass which further promotes women as independent individuals rather than 

as tokens. 

Disadvantages of Mandatory Quotas 

1. Focus on Identity rather than Merit 

Too much dependence on mandatory quotas has undermined the appointment process, whereby 

a director is appointed based on his skill, experiences and knowledge. Moreover, reserving 

seats for women at the top table may infuse such ideology among the other individuals 

competing for similar position, that women have been appointed based on their identity rather 

than on merit.58 This could further sabotage the business performance argument in favour of 

women since it deprives them a chance to prove themselves at the board. It is further asserted 

that women who join the board without any burden of quotas, can easily signify the value they 

bring to the company.59 Some commentators have equated the value loss faced by Norwegian 

firms when the quota was first enacted with helplessness of companies in choosing directors.60 

                                                      
54 California Bill, SB 826, s1, 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB826 (accesson on 9th May, 

2020). 
55 The Companies Act, 2013, s149 (1), https://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/CompaniesAct2013.pdf (accessed 

on 9th May, 2020). 
56 Alison M. Konrad., et al, “Critical Mass: the Impact of Three or More Women on Corporate 

Boards.(Report).” Organizational Dynamics, (2008) vol. 37:2, 145. 
57 Dhir AA, “Norway’s Socio-Legal Journey: A Qualitative Study of Boardroom Diversity Quotas,” Challenging 

Boardroom Homogeneity: Corporate Law, Governance, and Diversity (Cambridge University Press 2015), 102. 
58 EU Briefing 2015, Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, London, (2015) 
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The upshot is that competent women will have opportunities, and there is no need for a clear-

cut quota system as it hampers the wider notion behind diversity and creates a false impression 

on the appointment process.  

2. Ineffective without sanctions 

As previously discussed, countries that have relied on sanctions have proved more effective in 

addressing the board diversity. Whilst, countries that have approached mandatory quotas 

without backing it with punishments have not been very fruitful as was the case with Spain and 

other countries like Germany, Netherlands, US etc. It is argued that such codes don’t scare 

organizations with sanctions or prioritizes compliance over achieving value for its investors.61 

Some argue that this is due to the presence of cultural difference among countries.62 For 

instance, approach towards gender equality does not enjoy comparable preference in the UK 

than in Norway.63  Whilst, some argue that countries have failed to build up a fitting pipeline 

for women to create furthermore, progress at all degrees.  

3. The Golden Skirt Problem 

Owing to the pressure put by quotas, companies had to either avoid the law or appoint more 

women. Companies that avoided delisting had to find a way to fill their board with women, 

which led to the women serving as directors on multiple boards known as “golden skirts”64. At 

first glance of the data of countries like Norway, Sweden etc., suggested that there has been 

increase in the number of women on board, however, the underlying picture shows that most 

of the women have been appointed as Non-executive directors. A survey of Norway companies 

show that women accounted for less than 2% CEOs, and less than 10% in the top 

management.65 Surprisingly, countries like Finland, Sweden, UK, have more percentage of 

women as CEOs, even though they don’t have mandatory quotas.66 
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This can have implications such as women could give up their career goals of becoming 

executive directors and satisfy themselves with non-executive position, thereby damaging the 

pipeline. Moreover, women who serve on numerous boards may block the way for other 

females and other minority groups competing for a similar position,  slow down the progress 

of women in top management level as well as deprive them of a mentor in their proximity. 

Mimi Berdal for instance, sat on the board of approximately 90 separate companies.67  

Moreover, she herself added that “This is not altogether a positive development”.68   

4. Failure to address the real issue 

There are plethora of factors that affect gender diversity at the board level. Introduction of 

quotas has failed to address the aspects of education, provisions for child-care, career growth 

etc., for women at workplaces. As Tara Kengla said, “introducing fixed quotas could reduce 

diversity to a numbers game”.69 Gender diversity cannot be achieved in the absence of positive 

actions for women such as mentoring, succession planning, which encourage them to follow 

their path. Other initiatives can also be put in place such as spreading awareness among the 

mangers about gender differences, creating flexible workhours, appointing individuals on merit 

rather than seniority etc. Norway’s success overtime is not completely based on quotas but, the 

affirmative action policies that are in place for women such as cheap child-care, nursery’s for 

infants, better paternity leaves etc.70  However, some countries despite introducing mandatory 

quotas have struggled to achieve the target for instance Germany, Netherlands, etc.  

Voluntary Targets  

The proposition to acquaint a mandatory quota framework to put women in financial dynamic 

jobs is a profoundly dubious issue that has started savage discussion in the UK just as, across 

Europe. It can be said that companies were prompted and scared that if they do not follow the 

voluntary approach, political pressure from European countries might impose quotas on them. 

Voluntary approach to address boardroom diversity is a business-led approach, where 

organizations develop sustainable means to develop the representation of women and affect 
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overall change in culture.71  

There has been a significant change in representation of women in the UK since the Davies 

review which is now succeeded by Alexander-Hampton Review with figures rising from mere 

11% before 2011, to 26.1% in the board of FTSE100 companies by 2015.72 Although, UK sets 

a benchmark for other countries, nations like Finland, Australia have also raised the standards 

and are now among the top ten countries in terms of representation of women. There are valid 

justifications to accept that the voluntary target methodology is in truth the best strategy for 

empowering an expansion in the cooperation of women at all levels of business. 

Advantages of Voluntary Target  

1. Relies on guidance rather than heavy sanctions 

Countries that follow the voluntary approach elevate boardroom diversity as an agenda for 

companies, in such a manner that instils in them a responsibility rather than an obligation. This 

is imperative considering the objective of achieving diversity at board, is to limit the traditional 

stereotype with regard to women in companies and not just to increase their quantity. 

Moreover, as discussed earlier, burden of sanctions might lead to unfortunate and unpredictable 

loss to the companies and gender diversity. California is a very good example. Firms in 

California  had to extend the number of board members to adjust a women in order to comply 

with the state enacted law requiring all public companies to have at least one women, thereby 

causing a total expense of $60 billion to all such firms.73   

Additionally, various research has now been obtained which focusses on the importance of 

healthy culture and environment, in building a pipeline which retains the women at workplaces. 

For instance, isolation and absence of role models may cause women to quit their jobs.74 The 

Alexander-Hampton Review suggests ways to counter the cultural problems in firms which 

serves as guidance for companies in the UK. Moreover, Norway’s achievement on the diversity 

table is the presence of socio democratic rules and traditions, and not just quotas, which 
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promotes a culture suitable to women.75  As discussed above, UK being comparatively less 

gender focussed, it is firstly essential to gradually build the value of gender diversity amongst 

firms which could lead to best practices.  

2. Comprehensive Appointment Process 

Traditionally, companies that recruited directors wanted someone with board experience. 

Since, a decade ago, the number of females on board were next to nil, and men taking up 90 

percent of the board seats, caused problems to the former looking to work in the UK.  However, 

with the Standard Voluntary Code of Conduct in place, the search firms have developed the 

best ways to provide guidance to their clients looking for executive and non-executive 

members;76 from providing succession planning, setting diversity goals, to broadening the 

candidate pool etc.77  

Moreover, the Companies Act, 2006 further requires listed companies to specify the number 

of each sex who were directors, senior managers and employees of the company in their 

strategic report.78 To avoid tokenism, the Corporate Governance Code, 2018, states that the 

appointment should promote diversity of gender, social and people of ethnic background 

subject to merit and objective criteria.79 These provisions and developments provide evidence 

to the validity of appointment process in the UK. Moreover, with these rules on board, 

individuals would not, equate women appointed on board with their identity but on merit. 

3. Practical Implementation and Investor Relations 

Owing to the self-regulating nature of voluntary targets, some companies are likely to 

addressed gender diversity as they interpret that such a practice is an opportunity to gain 

reputation and prestige among the community and its members. This further prompts other 

companies to adopt similar pursuit due to the market pressure also known as the “bandwagon 

pressure”.80  
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Moreover, with the concept of purpose-driven companies taking pace, investors have become 

aware of the importance of diverse boardrooms, and usually punish firms that don’t comply 

with the necessary guideline. Institutional investors such as Stanford Life Aberdeen Plc , Legal 

Investment Management voted against companies that have less than 25% women on their 

board.81 This helps companies adopt the diversity practice automatically and also helps in 

achieving a more purposeful company. 

Disadvantages of Voluntary Targets 

1. Flexibility 

One of the short-coming of voluntary targets is that it is a flexible approach. Among, countries 

that have adopted voluntary mechanism to address the board diversity, not all have been very 

successful like Australia, Canada etc.82 Moreover, since the targets are voluntary, it provides 

far more leeway to companies in complying with the goal. The disclosure requirement which 

exhibits a comply or explain mechanism, requiring companies to state the reason in their reports 

for non-compliance, has previously been unsuccessful in the UK. Companies are likely to give 

self-interested reasons or justifications which disrupts with the principal underlying the flexible 

approach.83  

2. Slow Process 

Since voluntary targets are to be achieved within predetermined period set by the government, 

therefore they are comparatively slower than countries that have mandatory quota. The 

Cranfield’s Female Report, monitored the representation of women on the board of FTSE350, 

which showed a slow pace in change in the number of women on boards.84 This is further 

evidenced by the number of women on FTSE100 companies, which rose from 12.5% in 2011 

to only 26.2% in 2015.85 Moreover, there is high chances of this process running out of pace 
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and time after reaching a point. For instance, number of women on boardroom of Finland rose 

to only 1% in between 2017 and 2018, and had dropped back 1% again in 2019.86  

To sum up, some of the issues that are prevalent in mandatory quota system are also found in 

the voluntary system such as the absence of women on senior executive roles. As of 2019, 

women take up 6% of Chief Executive Position under FTSE100. This figure goes down to 4% 

under FTSE250.87 However, there does not seem to be much difference in both systems when 

it comes to top management posts. It is too early to suggest which tool is superior to the other, 

since both have proven considerable in addressing the issue, however, there is still a lot left to 

be done. 

III. CONCLUSION 
With the universe touting the slogans of gender equality, and the benefits connected with 

diverse boardroom there is no turning from the fact that, it is imperative for organizations to 

have fair representation of men and women on their board. Although the issue of 

underrepresentation of females in the board has been mostly confronted with the legislative 

measures and sanctions imposed by the quota system, yet it has failed to infuse a culture which 

enhances the pipeline for talented women at all levels of an organization. Contrarily, voluntary 

mechanism of addressing the issue has been fruitful in developing the pipeline to a large extent, 

however, the rate of development has been very slow in the absence of any deterrent action. 

The benefits and the shortcoming attached to both systems make it unfeasible to choose which 

is the best option.  

It is imperative that measures for addressing the issue of boardroom diversity is not 

implemented in such a manner that destroys or blocks the channel of pipeline. Moreover, it is 

expedient that companies should itself take initiatives to measure the performance of women 

at all stages and maintain a culture which promotes and appreciates the talent rather than the 

gender. 
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